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Summary:

As a response to Stalin's willingness to talk to Kim Il Sung on the issue of offensive
attack to South Korea and on Stalin's request of lead, Kim Il Sung, according to Shtykov,
responded that he would like to set up a meeting with him, and that he would take
necessary measures for the lead to be delivered to the Soviet Union.
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Wilson Center Digital Archive Translation - English

Ciphered Telegram  
  
Strictly secret  
  
From Pyongyang  
  
To Comrade Stalin, I.V.  
  
On 30 January I had a meeting with Comrade Kim Il Sung, in accordance with your
order. After referring to the conversation that took place on January 17 during the
lunch at [North Korean Foreign Minister] Pak Heon-yeong [Pak Hon Yong]'s, I relayed
precisely the contents of the first point of your orders.  
  
Kim Il Sung received my report with great satisfaction. Your agreement to receive him
and your readiness to assist him in this matter made an especially strong impression.
Kim Il Sung, apparently wishing once more to reassure himself, asked me if this
means that it is possible to meet with Comrade Stalin on this question. I answered
that from this communication it follows that Comrade Stalin is ready to receive you.
Kim Il Sung further stated that he will prepare himself for the meeting.  
  
Regarding the question of delivering lead from Korea to the USSR, I read the second
point of your order. Kim answered that he will take all necessary measures to secure
the delivery to the USSR from Korea of the quantity of lead indicated by you. He
promised to work out all necessary measures regarding this question in the course of
10-15 days.  
  
31.I.50. [T.F.] SHTYKOV


